
01 Establish a Billing Cycle, 
and Stick to it
Depending on your organization, you may 

have monthly charges or charge by semester. 

Monthly charges are typically items like event 

tickets, t-shirts, and etc. If you’re charging 

monthly, be sure to keep a consistent billing 

cycle and add charges on time before each 

invoice date.  

02 Don’t Wait! Stay on Top of 
New Members
Do not let new members accumulate. Add 

them to your roster and to greekbill as soon 

as someone becomes a new member to 

keep your roster current. Notify your chapter 

representative of new members, and they will 

take care of it for you!

Try creating a member group for the new 

pledge class to easily add charges to their 

accounts.

04 Leverage Your Purchase 
Card to Ease Expense 
Management
If you haven’t already, order your purchase 

card! Your card will make it easy for your 

chapter to safely pay bills, make purchases 

and track expenses. The purchase card syncs 

with the greekbill platform, making real-time 

reporting available 24/7. 

05 Review Budgets Regularly
Keeping a continual record of chapter 

expenses will lead to success with maintaining 

a budget. Be sure to document all income 

and expenses regularly to increase visibility to 

your chapter’s financial health, and help with 

budgeting for the next year.

Make this easy by implementing the Bank 

Sync feature on greekbill; it will keep track of 

all checks, deposits and vendors for you.

03 Agreements
Membership and Financial Obligation Agreements 

should be collected for all members on the roster. 

Use greekbill’s Contract Management tool. 

Implement a payment plan agreed upon by both 

you and the member for anyone that is behind on 

their dues. Establishing an attainable commitment 

will help them stay financially current.

We know that running a chapter while balancing academics, career 
aspirations, internships and a social life can be challenging. So here 
at greekbill, we strive to make things just a little bit easier for you to 
stay on top of your chapter’s mid semester finances. Here are some 
tips for staying on track.
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